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Temperature and field induced magnetic phase transition in the magnetocaloric compound of LaFe11.7Si1.3

was investigated by means of Mössbauer spectroscopy and magnetization measurements. A coexistence of a
magnetically split sextet and a paramagnetic doublet was observed in the temperature region of,185–190 K
from zero-field Mössbauer spectra. A thermal hysteresis was verified between the heating and cooling pro-
cesses that similar as observed in the thermomagnetic curves indicate that a first-order transition occurred in
this compound. At the magnetic and paramagnetic phase coexisted region, the in-field Mössbauer measure-
ments indicate that a span external fields from,1 to ,2 T induced a magnetic phase transition as the
temperature induced transformation. The in-field Mössbauer spectroscopy confirms that the field-induced mag-
netic phase transition is first-order phase transition as temperature-induced transition occurred in LaFe11.7Si1.3.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Recently, magnetocaloric effect has been extensively in-
vestigated due to the potential applications on magnetic
refrigeration.1–5 To improve the efficiency of magnetic re-
frigeration, it requires magnetic refrigerant with large mag-
netic entropy change. Up to date, the largest value of mag-
netic entropy change in the second-order phase transition
was achieved in metallic Gd.6 Owing to the abrupt change in
magnetization during the first-order magnetic phase transi-
tion, one can expect more large magnetic entropy change in
the case of the first-order magnetic phase transition on the
basis of Maxwell relation. Therefore, much attention has
been paid to search for materials with the first-order mag-
netic phase transition.2–5 Previous work indicated that a large
magnetic entropy change was obtained in LasFexSi1−xd13 in-
termetallic compounds with the NaZn13-type structure and
the large magnetic entropy change is attributed to the first-
order magnetic phase transition.7–10 The detailed investiga-
tion of magnetic phase transition driven by temperature and
magnetic field can give insight into understanding the
mechanism of large magnetic entropy change in these com-
pounds.

In the case of LasFe1−xSixd13 compounds, large amounts of
iron atoms provide a unique opportunity to investigate the
magnetic phase transition by means of57Fe Mössbauer spec-
troscopy. Although several papers about x-ray diffraction,
neutron diffraction, as well Mössbauer studies have con-
firmed two-phase coexistence in LaFe11.44Si1.56 in a narrow
temperature region ofTc±2 K,10,11 the detailed phase evalu-
ation driven by temperature and magnetic field aroundTc,
especially the individual characteristic feature of these two
phases is not yet well understood. On the basis of the relative
absorption area of sextet, the fraction of ferromagnetic com-
ponent in the phase transition process can be determined pre-
cisely from Mössbauer spectra. Furthermore, the information
regarding the magnetization process of the ferromagnetic
phase, i.e., the magnitude and direction of Fe magnetic mo-

ments on a local scale can be obtained via the values of
hyperfine fields and the intensities of the second and fifth
lines of magnetically split spectra. In this paper, we present
the results of zero-field and in-field Mössbauer measurement
in detail to discuss the characteristic feature of the tempera-
ture and field induced phase transition occurred in the ferro-
magnetic and paramagnetic phase coexisted region.

II. EXPERIMENT

A sample with composition of LaFe11.7Si1.3 was prepared
by arc melting in Ar gas atmosphere. The single phase with
the NaZn13-type was confirmed by x-ray powder diffraction
(XRD). The magnetization measurements were performed by
a superconducting quantum interference device magnetome-
ter. The temperature variations of magnetization were mea-
sured under field-cooling(FC) and field-heating(FH) condi-
tions.

For Mössbauer measurements, the sample was prepared
with the thickness of,10 mg natural iron per cm2. The
Mössbauer spectra were collected at temperatures from 20 to
300 K using a conventional constant-acceleration spectrom-
eter in a transmission arrangement with a57Co-Rh source.
Low temperature was produced either by a closed cycle re-
frigerator system for zero-field Mössbauer measurements or
by an Oxford Spectromag SM4000-9 cryostat with a super-
conducting magnet system for Mössbauer spectra in applied
magnetic field up to 80 kOe parallel tog-ray direction. The
stability of temperature during the measurement was con-
trolled better than ±0.05 K. The velocity was calibrated with
a naturala-Fe foil absorber at room temperature. The center
shift was referred to as that ofa-Fe at room temperature.

III. RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONS

Temperature dependences of the magnetization of
LaFe11.7Si1.3 in an applied field of 1 kOe are shown in Fig.
1(a). The thermomagnetic curve on the heating process
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shows that a magnetic phase transition from the ferromag-
netic state to the paramagnetic one occurs at,190 K. Mean-
while, the paramagnetic state keeps at lower temperatures on
the cooling process, resulting in a thermal hysteresis nearTc.
The sharp change in magnetization characterized on the heat-
ing process atTc suggests a large magnetic entropy change
can be achieved aroundTc. The difference of magnetization
DM betweenMFH (field heating) and MFC (field cooling) is
shown in Fig. 1(b), where the difference exists in the tem-
perature range of,186–191 K. The irreversible change in
magnetization between the heating and cooling processes re-
veals the nature of the first-order magnetic phase transition in
this compound.

Temperature variations of zero-field Mössbauer spectra of
LaFe11.7Si1.3 observed on cooling and heating processes are
shown in Figs. 2(a) and 2(b), respectively. On the cooling
process, the Mössbauer spectrum exhibits a typical paramag-
netic doublet at 189 K. When the temperature is lowered
from 189 K, a coexistence of the paramagnetic doublet and a
magnetically split sextet appeared. The fraction of ferromag-
netic component increases with decreasing temperature and
finally, no paramagnetic component was detected from
Mössbauer spectra at 183 K. Similar results were also ob-
served in LaFe11.44Si1.56, where the coexistence of the para-
magnetic doublet and magnetically split sextet appeared in a
narrow temperature region ofTc±2 K.10 On the heating pro-
cess, the single kind spectrum of the magnetically split sextet
or the paramagnetic doublet was observed at 184 or 191 K,
respectively, and between these temperatures spectra showed
the coexistence of two phases. Although the coexistence ap-
peared in the intermediate temperature region both on the
heating and cooling processes, Mössbauer spectra indicated
the different figures at the same temperature as shown in
Figs. 2(a) and 2(b), suggesting an irreversible phase transi-
tion process aroundTc.

LaFe11.7Si1.3 compound has the cubic NaZn13-type struc-
ture. In hypothetical compound LaFe13, Fe atoms occupy two
nonequivalent sites, the 8b site for FeI and the 96i site for
FeII. La and Fe atoms form a CsCl structure and FeI atoms
are surrounded by an icosahedron of twelve FeII atoms.
Based on the structure, we should fit the spectra of the fer-
romagnetic phase with two sextets associated with the FeI
and FeII sites with the intensity ratio of 1:12. At 20 K, the
values of57Fe hyperfine fields of the FeI and FeII are 330 and
301 kOe, respectively.12 However, the difference between
57Fe hyperfine parameters of FeIs8bd and FeIIs96id are not so
large and the values of hyperfine fields at these two non-
equivalent sites decrease with increasing temperature. To
avoid extreme complication, in the temperature region where
the coexistence of two phases occurred, we fit the ferromag-
netic phase with one sextet because the main purpose of the
fitting was to detect the fraction of the ferromagnetic com-
ponent in the coexistence. Therefore, Mössbauer spectra in
the region were simplified as a set of one sextet with the
average value of the hyperfine fields of the FeI and FeII and a
paramagnetic doublet. On the basis of this fitting procedure,
a satisfactory fitting is obtained at each temperature as shown
in Fig. 2.

Hyperfine fieldsHhfd and area ratio of the magnetically
split sextet to the total absorptionsRmagd were determined by
fitting Mössbauer spectra. Figures 3(a) and 3(b) show tem-
perature dependences ofRmag andHhf obtained for the cases
of the cooling and heating processes, respectively. TheRmag
shows a hysteresis aroundTc similar to that observed in the
thermomagnetic curves shown in Fig. 1(a). Because the mag-
netization is direct proportion withRmag, Rmag has the same
temperature region with Fig. 1(b). In Fig. 3(b), Hhf shows a
hysteresis too.Hhf reflects the Fe magnetic moments on a
local scale. If magnetic component with a ration ofRmag
appears in the compound at the coexisted region, theHhf
shows a value. In fact, the abrupt change ofHhf in a very
narrow temperature range is of typical first-order magnetic
phase transition.

Further, x-ray diffraction(XRD) patterns were collected
at various temperatures to investigate the correlation between
different crystallographic parameters and the separate dou-
blet and sextet components in the Mössbauer spectra. No
difference is observed between the diffraction profiles of the
ferromagnetic state and the paramagnetic one except for sig-
nificant shifts of the peak positions, implying without any
change in lattice symmetry. However, it is noted that the
diffraction profile nearTc must be fitted by two cubic
NaZn13-type lattices with two different lattice constantsa
=11.4965 and 11.5441 Å(Fig. 4). As illustrated in the inset
of Fig. 4, a discontinuous change in the lattice constant was
observed aroundTc. Similar results were also observed by
neutron diffraction.11 The lattice constant of the ferromag-
netic phase is about 0.5% larger than that of the paramag-
netic one, which is very close to the value of the
magnetostriction.13

On the basis of refined crystallographic parameters, the
Fe-Fe bond lengths in LaFe11.7Si1.3 can be calculated. As
mention above, Fe atoms are located at two nonequivalent
sites FeI and FeII at 8bs0,0,0d and 96is0,y<0.1789,z
<0.1187d and FeI atom was enclosed by an icosahedron of

FIG. 1. Thermomagnetic curves obtained for LaFe11.7Si1.3 on
the cooling and heating processes(a) and the difference of magne-
tization: DM =MFH−MFC (b). The definitions ofMFC andMFH are
given in the text.
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12 FeII atoms to form a cluster. If we classify the FeII-FeII
bond lengths into two types: the intracluster(B1, B2) and the
intercluster(B3, B4), one can see that, interestingly, the in-
tercluster bond lengths are much smaller than the intracluster
ones. It is well known that Curie temperature of Fe-rich in-
termetallic compounds was mainly determined by Fe-Fe ex-
change coupling and the Fe-Fe exchange coupling is strongly
dependent on the Fe-Fe interatomic distance. Low values of
the Curie temperature result from the relatively short Fe-Fe
distance in LaFe13−xSix compounds. An increase in Fe-Fe
interatomic distance is expected to enhance the overall
Fe-Fe exchange coupling interaction, and consequently the
Curie temperature. This expectation was confirmed by the
fact that a linear increase inTc versus unit cell was observed
in LasFe1−xSixd13sH,Cdy (Refs. 14,15) and a significant de-
crease ofTc under applied pressure.10 Figure 5 illustrates the
temperature dependence of different Fe-Fe bond lengths. The
normal thermal expansion has no apparent effect on the bond
lengths as usual, so the bond lengths just have a slight
change at low temperatures and high temperatures. However,
a large jump was accompanied with the first-order phase
transition. The larger interatomic distance in the phase with

larger lattice constant results in an increase in overall ex-
change interactions between Fe atoms, and consequently a
higherTc. Therefore, two phases with larger and smaller lat-
tice constants cause a separate paramagnetic doublet and a
ferromagnetic sextet in Mössbauer spectra around transition
temperature, respectively.

In order to investigate the effect of applied field on the
phase evaluation aroundTc, applied field Mössbauer mea-
surements were also carried out at a temperature of 188.5 K,
which was given by zero-field heating process. Figure 6 il-
lustrates the Mössbauer spectra at 188.5 K in various applied
fields. A field-induced magnetic phase transition was obvi-
ously detected from Mössbauer spectra. As shown in Fig. 7,
with increasing the applied field, the fraction of ferromag-
netic componentsRmd increases from,60% in zero-field
Mössbauer spectrum to,100% for Mössbauer spectrum in
applied field of,20 kOe.

In magnetically split spectra, the relative intensity of the
second and fifth linesI2,5 (corresponding to theDm=0
nuclear transitions) is given by I2,5=4sin2u / s1+cos2ud,
whereu is the angle between magnetic moment and the ex-
ternal magnetic fieldHext (applied parallel to theg beam

FIG. 2. Zero-field Mössbauer
spectra near Tc observed for
LaFe11.7Si1.3 on the cooling (a)
and heating (b) processes. The
best fit spectrum is shown by the
solid line on each observed spec-
trum. A magnetically split sextet
and a paramagnetic doublet are
also shown in the figure.
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direction). The spin arrangement can therefore be investi-
gated by means of Mössbauer spectroscopy. A random Fe
spin arrangement corresponds to the value ofI2,5=2. In the
case when all magnetic moments are collinear toHext (i.e.,
for complete saturation) I2,5=0. The disappearance of the
2–5 lines for LaFe11.7Si1.3 is obvious in Fig. 6 when the
applied fieldHext.20 kOe. Furthermore, Fig. 6 shows that
the Fe spin arrangement is performed rapidly before the in-
field magnetic phase transition occurs. It is obvious that at
Hext,10 kOe I2,5 almost disappears though a paramagnetic
doublet remains as much as in the case ofHext=0 kOe.

Figure 8(a) illustrates that the intensity of the second and
fifth peaks for the sextet as a function of applied field. The

values of averageskcos2uld1/2, denoted askcosul calculated
from the relative line intensitiesI2,5 are plotted in Fig. 8(b).
It describes the rotation of the magnetic moments: cosu is
the unity normal projection of the Fe magnetic moments in
the direction of the applied field if the spatial distribution
function of Fe spin directions is single peaked and reason-
ably narrow. For LaFe11.7Si1.3, once the applied field triggers
the phase transition from the paramagnetic to the ferromag-
netic state, a spin-flip process occurs for all magnetic mo-
ments of ferromagnetic component and align completely to
the direction of the applied field.

To investigate the magnitude of the Fe magnetic moment,
the average57Fe hyperfine fields of ferromagnetic compo-
nents in LaFe11.7Si1.3 as a function of the applied field is
plotted in Fig. 9. From Fig. 9, one can find that average57Fe
hyperfine fields decrease with increasing magnetic field,
which is consistent with that in the ferromagnetic order state.

It is well known that the57Fe hyperfine fieldHhf is orien-
tated antiparallel to the magnetic momentmFe, i.e., to the
applied field with a formula Hhf=AmFe, where A
=145 kOe/mB is the hyperfine coupling constant.16 There-
fore, the absolute value of the average effective hyperfine
field at the57Fe nucleus is given approximately by

FIG. 3. Temperature dependences of(a) Rmag, area ratio of the
magnetically split sextet to the total absorption and(b) Hhf, hyper-
fine field.

FIG. 4. XRD patterns of LaFe11.7Si1.3 near Tc. The observed
data and fitted pattern are indicated by closed circles and solid lines,
respectively. The lowest curves are the difference between observed
and calculated patterns. The vertical bars indicated the expected
reflection peaks’ positions. Inset is lattice constants at different
temperatures.

FIG. 5. Temperature dependence of Fe-Fe interatomic distances
in LaFe11.7Si1.3.
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kHhfl = kAkmFel − Hext + Hdemagl, s1d

where demagnetizing fieldHdemag=4pMsHd for the Möss-
bauer samples.

In the case of a highly ordered state, the magnetization is
nearly saturated and the average magnetic moments do not
increase significantly, therefore, the hyperfine fields decrease
linearly with the external magnetic field. On the basis of Eq.
(1), the average magnetic moments of Fe atomkmFel were
obtained and illustrated in Fig. 9. The deduced values from
Mössbauer results are in good agreement with magnetization
measurements. For comparison, Fig. 10 illustrates the mag-
netization curve of LaFe11.7Si1.3 at 188.5 K. The magnetiza-
tion curve of LaFe11.7Si1.3 exhibits a very rapid increase of
magnetizationM over a narrow region,20 kOe of applied
field Hext, implying an occurrence of a spin-flip process, i.e.,
metamagnetic phase transition. The in-field Mössbauer mea-
surements indicate that a span fields from,1 to ,2 T also

induced a magnetic phase transition at this temperature as the
temperature induced transformation. Due to the characteristic
feature of LaFe11.7Si1.3, a large magnetocaloric response was
obtained.

IV. SUMMARY

First-order magnetic phase transition of LaFe11.7Si1.3 was
studied by Mössbauer measurements. In zero-field measure-
ments it was found that a magnetically split sextet and a
paramagnetic doublet coexisted in the temperature region of
,185–190 K and a hysteresis between the heating and cool-

FIG. 6. In-field Mössbauer spectra observed at 188.5 K, which
was given on zero-field heating, in various applied fields.

FIG. 7. Applied-field dependence ofRm. Rm is the area ratio of
the magnetically split sextet to the total absorption.

FIG. 8. Applied-field dependences of(a) relative intensity of the
2–5 lines I2,5 and (b) the calculated averagekcosul for
LaFe11.7Si1.3.
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ing processes was observed as similarly as observed in the
thermomagnetic curves.

In applied-field measurements at the magnetic and para-
magnetic phase coexisted region, a span external fields from
,1 to ,2 T induced a first-order magnetic phase transition
as the temperature induced transformation. Magnetically
characteristic features found in LaFe11.7Si1.3 shows a large
magnetocaloric property of LaFe11.7Si1.3.
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